
Translating as ‘rise’ in Japanese, the JOSHO Homeworker Electric Sit-
Stand Desk moves gently and quietly at the touch of a button to the perfect 
standing or sitting height for you. The sleek, uncomplicated design of this 
electric sit-stand desk blends seamlessly into the home environment, giving 
you a dedicated space to be more active, creative and comfortable while 
you work.

The clear, tactile up and down buttons can be upgraded to the optional 
memory switch if you’d like to programme in height settings for effortless 
transitioning. No need to worry about accidents either. JOSHO is designed 
to be safe in the home with its smart anti-collision technology, which senses 
obstructions and instantly stops moving.

Choose between clean white or stylish all black to suit your aesthetic. Our 
experts recommend using the JOSHO Homeworker Electric Sit-Stand Desk 
to stand for 10-20 minutes every hour, or whenever you feel like it, to shake 
yourself out of poor sitting postures, boost your circulation, breathe deeply 
and generally feel better in yourself. 

FEATURES 

• Smooth, quiet electric lift at the touch of a button
• Ergonomically designed motors hidden within the columns for a clean 

design
• Three-part columns with telescopic extension to find your perfect height
• Adjustable feet
• Prevents static posture, a cause of aches, pains and decreased 

productivity
• Simple electric switch controls up and down lift (40 mm/sec) between 

ranges of 650-1300 mm

Specification

Maximum total 
added device 
weight: 100kg

JOSHO
Electric Sit-Stand Desk

Surface height range mm 645-1295

Base height (frame only) mm 620-1270

Desktop width mm 1200

Desktop depth mm  700

JOSHO HOMEWORKER ELECTRIC SIT-STAND DESK
JOSHO brings energy and movement to your WFH lifestyle.

Colour options

Black White

Prices exclude vat
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